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Top Point Guards

Miles Hunt
5'10 | PG | GPA 4.2 | ACT 27 | Video
Tough, crafty, scorer who can fill it up, good passer, can finish with either hand, high IQ, plays
hard and he is clutch.

Martin Kawa
6'4 | PG | GPA 3.9 | SAT 1310 | Video
Athletic, gets to the rim at will, creates through contact, great defender, great fiisher at
the rim, smooth player and long good rebounder, high IQ, and good passer.

Kylon Harris

6'5 | PG | GPA 3.8 | Video
Super athletic, always in attack mode, great rebounder, tough, high IQ, game changer, crafty with
huge upside.

Ekiel Stallworth
6'5 | PG | GPA 3.0 | Video
Athletic, tough, gets to rim, can shoot the 3, good passer, high IQ, is a match-up problem, sees
the floor well, good defender and rebounder, does it all. He has high upside.

Jordan Rice
6'0 | PG | GPA 3.0 | Video
He has range, can shoot from deep, has great body control, great change of speed, high IQ, kid
does it all, good defender and rebounder. He will make a team better, athletic, huge upside.

Gage Larvadain
5'10 | PG | GPA 3.4 | Video
Great passer, high IQ, quick, can get to the rim at will, can score with either hand, has great body
control, good 3 point shooter, creates double teams, pushes the ball, has very high upside.

Tyrese Hunter
6'0 | PG | Video
He is very explosive, tough, high UW guard. Good jump shot, great defender and leader, great
teammate, immediate starter.
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Ty Harper
6'4 | PG | Video
Freak athlete with playmaking skills, can easily play both guards spots, tenacious defender, real
energetic, 42" vertical jump. Skilled finisher in traffic, plays with a confident edge, but under
control in attack mode, real good at picking his spots, tough, strong, huge upside. Offers:
Virginia Tech, USC, Oregon, Arizona, Arizona State, Cal, Pepperdine and Detroit

Christian Cevis
6'1 | PG | GPA 3.7 | Video
Strong, athletic, crafty, tough, finishes well through contact, attacks rim hard, great
mid-range shooter.

Brandon Leach
6'3 | PG
Super quick, got the ball on a string, great feel for the game. High IQ, always makes the right
play, can shoot and rebound, gets to the rim.

Landon Brody
6'1 | PG | GPA 4.9 | ACT 34 | Video
Leader who has the ball on the string, great defender with range, great passer, high motor,
crafty, reminds you of Jason Williams, gets the job done with huge upside.

Bo Barber
6'0 | PG | GPA 3.4 | Video
Crafty with range, high IQ, great change of pace, very underrated, gets to rim at will, strong.

Emareyon McDonald
6.2 | PG | GPA 3.7 | Video
Athletic, high energy PG, tough, quick with range, good rebounder who gets to rim at will, high IQ,
good on ball defender, tough.

Wrenn Robinson
6'2 | PG | Video
Playmaker, scorer, good passer, great shooter, attacks the rim hard, very athletic, does it all, has
very huge upside. Prep transfer.

